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IntroductionIntroduction

Hundreds of millions of dollars raised on ICOs were spent on new blockchains 

that only extended and slightly upgraded the original coin, and in some cases, it 

was just tokens. Perhaps, the blockchain technology after Bitcoin and Ethereum 

will not reach a new level, because everything that is necessary is already there and 

works perfectly, and therefore, to create a really good crypto project, you do not 

need anything new.

You can take something ready-made and combine everything in one ecosys-

tem.

Guided by the above principles, we have created a unique hybrid mechanism 

that consists of two blockchains that complement each other, and three inter-

changeable chains.

At the same time, we have developed a unique reward system called Proof of 

Hold, which allows voucher holders to receive dividends.

2020. It has been more than 10 years since the mining of the first Bitcoin block 

and it is five years of the Ethereum platform working. A lot of forks, tokens, and the 

like were created, which could have been done on the basis of these two systems 

for such a long time.
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What is the Falcon Project?What is the Falcon Project? 

The Falcon Project is an entire ecosystem that runs on two blockchains at the 

same time and includes three interchangeable chains.

FNC
(Anonymous blockchain)

PAY

TRADE

SWAP

FNT
(ERC-20 Token)

HOLD 
VOUCHER

(ERC-1155)

REWARD
(10% every 3 months 

or 40% per year)

Activate your privacy when you really need it.
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The second chain is the ERC-1155 token (Voucher), a guaranteed profit will be 

credited for holding the voucher.

The third chain is the coin (FNC), which optionally allows performing of anony-

mous transactions.

Binding these elements, the Falcon Project offers its users the right to choose 

what suits them best at the moment: speed and convenience, storage and profit, 

or anonymity and privacy.

The first chain is the ERC-20 token (FNT), which is convenient and familiar to all 

of us, both users and developers.

This approach works on the principle of free exchange of a token for a voucher or 

a coin, through a constantly available  on our official website, or through  swap form

our .telegram bot

Thus you can always exercise your right to fully confidential transactions by 

using the FNC coin whenever you need it.

In all other cases, hold the ERC-1155 voucher to make a profit, or use the FNT 

token to trade on all available exchanges.

telegram bot

swap form
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https://falconofficial.com/swap
https://t.me/Falcon_SWAP_Bot
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Falcon is a project with a global vision. We pursue serious objectives such as:

-  Yield farming in DeFi;

-  Launch of the Swap Blockchain System, i.e., instant exchange at a fixed 

rate;

-  Launching our own payment system; 

-  Integrating FNT and FNC into everyday life: payment for goods and services. 

-  Creating a unique user reward system;

-  Creating an anonymous blockchain; 

NT

NC

NT

NC

Why the Falcon Project and not the 
Falcon token or Falcon coin?   
Why the Falcon Project and not the 
Falcon token or Falcon coin?   
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Why don't use only a token 
or an anonymous coin?
Why don't use only a token 
or an anonymous coin?   

Working with an anonymous coin for several years, we have experienced all the 

difficulties and problems that arise with such coins. Listings on many exchanges 

are simply not available for such projects. If we ultimately managed to reach an 

agreement with somebody, this led to a large cost of integration. In addition, the 

lack of mobile, hardware and multi-wallets made inconveniences for users. 

1. The ERC-20 token opens unrestricted listings on all exchanges, and also has 

simplicity and convenience. This is no secret, since many people are familiar with 

the Ethereum network, which has proven itself as a flexible and reliable platform, 

with a variety of secure hardware (Legder, Trezor, etc.), mobile, desktop, and web 

wallets. 

2. Using the FNC coin allows you to make transactions with an increased degree 

of privacy and maximum security, compared to other cryptocurrencies. In addi-

tion, for the convenience of users, mobile wallets will be developed for the iOS and 

Android operating systems. 

Thus, it is the FNT token that will be the main asset of our project, around which 

the entire infrastructure will be developed: listings on exchanges, integrations, 

partnerships, and a comprehensive bonus system for holders.

What we came up with is very relevant in the modern world, this is why we 

decided to use the "token-anonymous coin" system.

P.S. Some projects spend millions of dollars creating privacy coins, and then 

end up on exchanges with mandatory user verification and reduce to zero all 

their work to ensure anonymity.

On the other hand, in today's world, people should still have the right to privacy 

and use coins with hidden transactions and addresses. So we came up with the 

idea to use two blockchains at the same time. This approach allows you to take 

advantages of each of them:

For security reasons, the anonymous FNC coin will not be traded on exchanges, 

so no one will ever be able to track or block it. It will only be used for mutual pay-

ments between holders, who, in turn, will be able to make an exchange in the ratio 

of 1:1 and receive a simple token that is allowed for trading. This can be made via the 

constantly available  on our website, or by using our official swap form telegram 

bot. 

telegram 

bot

swap form
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https://falconofficial.com/swap
https://t.me/Falcon_SWAP_Bot
https://t.me/Falcon_SWAP_Bot


@Falcon_SWAP_Bot

swap form
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General information about 
the Falcon Project
General information about 
the Falcon Project    

The idea of creating this project was born in early 2020, but the official birthday 

of the Falcon project is considered to be the date 02.02.2020 (February 2, 2020), 

when the  transaction of FNT tokens was made to a multi-signature wallet. first

The project does not have a single leader, but managed by a team.

Falcon Project was initiated by a group of blockchain enthusiasts and is 

international in its structure. It is always open to new participants and is constantly 

expanding.

FNT token specifications   FNT token specifications     

The ERC-20 FNT token was created on the basis of the smart contract of the 

Binance platform token (BNB), since the latter has proven itself as a reliable, secure 

and time-tested token that has passed many audits.

In addition, the FNT smart contract has implemented the functions of freezing 

and burning tokens, which can be used in the future.

Github: .  FNC-token

Smart contract:          0xdc5864ede28bd4405aa04d93e05a0531797d9d59

Maximum issue:  100 000 000 000 (one hundred billion) tokens. 

The way of distribution:  Airdrop.

FNC coin specifications   FNC coin specifications     

Maximum issue:  100,000,000,000 (one hundred billion) coins.

At the moment, the Falcon Project private blockchain is under development, so 

the main characteristics of the FNC coin are classified.

Github: . FNC-coin

N.B.!  The FNC coin will not be traded on any exchange. However, you can always 

exchange the FNC coin for the FNT token in the ratio of 1:1 via the  on our  swap form

website, or via our official telegram bot: .  Always check the @Falcon_SWAP_Bot

URL and descriptor carefully. Beware  of  scammers!

first

FNC-coin

FNT-token

0xdc5864ede28bd4405aa04d93e05a0531797d9d59
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https://etherscan.io/tx/0x008a8fa431d2491d35c1015808c30f7a1ef2f04fc0340038a76eda8dc7322747
https://github.com/ProjectFalcon/FNT
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https://github.com/ProjectFalcon/FNC-coin
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Reward system Proof Of Hold [PoH]   Reward system Proof Of Hold [PoH]     

Anyone who has a deposit of at least 1 million FNT tokens or a multiple of it can 

exchange their tokens for a voucher equivalent to the amount they wish to freeze 

for a profit of 40% per year.

We all know about Proof of Work and Proof of Stake – two of the most well-

known consensus algorithms in cryptocurrencies, which impose high require-

ments on equipment, require significant energy costs and a constant Internet 

connection.

Falcon Project has implemented this feature by creating two types of tokens: 

ERC-20 (FNT) and ERC-1155 (Vouchers), with an active exchange system between 

them.

Such methods of profit-making are far from being suitable for everybody. What 

if you don't need a powerful computer, nor electricity costs, nor a permanent 

online account to do this?  Just a smartphone and nothing else.

(500.000, 1.000.000 or 5.000.000

10.000.000, 50.000.000)

VOUCHER
(ERC-1155)

HOLDHOLD

REWARD
(10% every 3 months 

or 40% per year)

A specially created program that tracks the movement of vouchers and has a 

"hold" days counter in its functionality is responsible for ensuring the payment of 

dividends to the ETH addresses of voucher holders.

Thus, every 92 days, if the voucher is not moved, an automatic payment will be 

made in the amount of 10% of the amount of FNT tokens that are frozen in it.

In the future, if there is the widespread demand for this reward system, an addi-

tional number of tokens will be allocated from the freeze fund and an additional 

number of vouchers will be printed, but with a lower rate of return.

N.B.!  The number of vouchers will be limited to the issue of 5,000,000,000 (five 

billion) tokens, which is 33% of the total initial issue of the Falcon token.

The reward fund for voucher holders will also be equal to 5,000,000,000 (five 

billion) tokens. This amount will be enough for 2.5 (two and a half) years of guaran-

teed payments, if all the vouchers are sold. 

FNT (ERC-20)

SWAPSWAP

WHITEPAPERWHITEPAPER
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Falcon Project Vouchers   Falcon Project Vouchers     

Falcon Project vouchers are ERC-1155 assets that are located on the Ethereum 

network and are implemented with the help of Enjin's developments. The ERC-

1155 standard is not just a data chain that uses a digital display format like all other 

crypto systems, it is a graphical display using blockchain technologies. The Falcon 

Project voucher is a card on the blockchain that confirms ownership of the equiva-

lent amount of FNT tokens, which allows you to receive dividends of 10% per quar-

ter or 40% per year.

In another way, the voucher can be interpreted as an analog of a certain blank 

document on the blockchain, which will not decay and will never be damaged if 

you do not want it.

The Falcon project presents vouchers in 6 denominations: 500 thousand, 

1 million,  2 million,  5 million,  10 million and 50 million.

All over the world, banks provide their clients with various interest rates on 

deposits. But few people know that this has nothing to do with profit. Falcon 

Project offers an effective way to solve this problem of "non-working investments" 

with the help of vouchers, thanks to which you will be able to make a profit of 40% 

per annum in the form of FNT tokens.

Images of Vouchers of different denominations

The more holders freeze FNT tokens in vouchers, the more deficient the supply 

of FNT tokens in the market becomes, and this, in turn, leads to a shortage of 

vouchers, since they are issued in limited quantities. Thus, in the context of a trade 

deficit, the problem of inflation will be solved.

If there are no vouchers from Falcon Project in the exchange system, you can 

always buy or sell them on the famous  trading platform. In this case, the Enjinx

reward chain for holders will continue, since there is no specific link to their hold-

ers. However, the "hold" days counter will be reset and the time counting for the 

next reward receiving will start again.

You can learn more about ERC-1155 vouchers from Falcon Project on the Enjinx 

platform at the link: .Falcon Project Assets

Total supply of Vouchers    Total supply of Vouchers      

The total number of issued Vouchers is 1040 pieces (100%). The percentage 

ratio of the number of issued Vouchers is presented in the diagrams below.

(128 pieces)

Diagrams of the percentage ratio of Vouchers

Enjinx

Falcon Project Assets

Deposit voucher #50

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

40

350

68000000000012d5

Deposit voucher #10

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

150

350

68000000000012d5

Deposit voucher #2

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

200

350

68000000000012d5

Deposit voucher #1

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

250

350

68000000000012d5

Deposit voucher #5

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

170

350

68000000000012d5

Deposit voucher #2

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

50

350

68000000000012d5

Voucher 10М

17%
100%

Voucher 1М Voucher 2М

29%
100%

6%
100%

Voucher 500,000
(254 pieces) (387 pieces)

Voucher 50М

5%
100%

(36 pieces)

(65 pieces)

23%
100%

Voucher 5М

20%
100%

(170 pieces)
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https://enjinx.io/eth/project/c6e0b7be-4215-4232-b26f-05b3a79934e8/marketplace
https://enjinx.io/eth/project/c6e0b7be-4215-4232-b26f-05b3a79934e8/assets
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SWAP system Voucher↔FNT↔FNCSWAP system Voucher↔FNT↔FNC    

1. On our official website via the ; swap form

The exchange system operates on two platforms at the same time:

If you want to make an exchange using the  on the site, then you  swap form

should do the following:

With our exchange system, you can always exchange FNT tokens for ERC-1155 

vouchers, anonymous FNC coin and vice versa.

2. In our official telegram bot: .  @Falcon_SWAP_Bot

In both cases, the algorithm for working with the exchange system is as simple 

as possible.

Figure 1. Read the user agreement on the form of exchange and click the "Accept" button

insert transaction hash

After filling in all the fields, click the "Accept" button

Figure 2. Select the name of the exchange (which asset you want to send and receive). Fill in the 

fields: quantity and address from which you will send the asset.

Figure 3. Check the information you entered. Click "Accept"

Figure 4. Send the asset (FNT, Voucher) to the specified address. 

After you submit − click "OK»

After entering − click "OK"

Figure 5. Enter the hash of the transaction of the assets you sent (FNT, Voucher). 

Figure 6. Click "OK" to submit your request for processing

@Falcon_SWAP_Bot

swap form

swap form

WHITEPAPERWHITEPAPER

https://falconofficial.com/swap
https://t.me/Falcon_SWAP_Bot
https://falconofficial.com/swap
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3. Check the exchange information. If the information is correct, send the assets 

to the address specified in the bot. After successful transfer, enter the transaction 

hash in the specified field. The request has been sent.

If you want to make an exchange via our telegram bot, then do this: 

1. Launch the  bot with the /start command and accept the @Falcon_SWAP_Bot

terms of use.

2. Select the desired exchange direction→enter your address ERC-20 →select 

the denomination to exchange→next.

Example of a completed and confirmed application in a telegram bot, in case of 

exchange of 1 million FNT tokens for a 1 million voucher

@Falcon_SWAP_Bot

WHITEPAPERWHITEPAPER

https://t.me/Falcon_SWAP_Bot


ERC-1155 collectibles ERC-1155 collectibles     

The Falcon Project has its own ERC-1155 commemorative cards, which will be 

distributed by airdrop. At the same time, we plan to issue additional cards for the 

gaming industry and other areas.

ERC-1155 is a new standard for collectible tokens that are intended for the gam-

ing industry and collectors. All information about digital assets and the trading 

platform can be found on the official website .Enjinx.io

N.B.!  These will not be just collectible cards. You need to be patient and keep 

them in your wallet to reach their full potential.

Images of ERC-1155 Stage 1, 2, 3 cards

Stage III

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     2 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None
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350

68000000000012d5
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VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None
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Stage I

VIEW ON ENJINX

SEND SELL$Falcon...

ENJ Value

Type

Transferable

Melt Fee

Transfer Fee

Total Supply

Circulating Supply

Token ID

     0.1 ENJ

Fixed Fungible Token

Temporarily Transferable

None

None

1,000

1,000

68000000000012d5

The total number of issued Stage 1, 2, 3 cards is 1450 pieces. (100%). The diagrams 

below show the percentage ratio of the number of Stage 1, 2, 3 cards issued. 

Collectible cards can be found on market place  by link:   Enjinx.io  Falcon Project

Assets.

Diagrams of the percentage ratio of cards Stage 1, 2, 3

Stage I Stage II Stage III

69%
100%

24%
100%

7%
100%

Total supply of cards Stage 1, 2, 3       Total supply of cards Stage 1, 2, 3       
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Enjinx.io

Falcon Project

Assets

Enjinx.io

(1000 pieces) (350 pieces) (100 pieces)
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https://enjinx.io/
https://enjinx.io/eth/project/c6e0b7be-4215-4232-b26f-05b3a79934e8/marketplace
https://enjinx.io/eth/project/c6e0b7be-4215-4232-b26f-05b3a79934e8/assets
https://enjinx.io/eth/project/c6e0b7be-4215-4232-b26f-05b3a79934e8/assets


Yield farming in DeFiYield farming in DeFi   

 - Instructions for farming FNT tokens via Etherscan.io.

Read more about the process of launching FNT token farming in our 

detailed instructions:

.  - Instructions for FNT tokens farming via falcon.finance

- For farmers to be confident, The Arcadia Group (a well-known blockchain 

and security software company) has audited an FNT farm smart-contract.

Ensuring safety is one of the priority tasks of our project!

In the Falcon Project, farming allows you to get a reward in the form of FNT 

tokens for participating in the  on the  ETH / FNT liquidity pool Uniswap

decentralized exchange.

Farming (from the English "yield farming") - the process of making a profit 

through decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols.

Reward:

- Once a week, a pool of 10,000,000 FNT will be distributed among all FNT 

farming participants.

Website: 

- FNT farming is only available at .falcon.finance

FNT farm smart-contract address:

- 0x8C8562686175b9C6fa9D42Be237d74e621D39bA4.

FNT farm smart-contract audit:

PAGE 13PAGE 13WHITEPAPERWHITEPAPER

https://app.uniswap.org/#/add/0xdc5864ede28bd4405aa04d93e05a0531797d9d59/ETH
https://uniswap.org/
https://falcon.finance/
https://etherscan.io/address/0x8c8562686175b9c6fa9d42be237d74e621d39ba4
https://arcadiamgroup.com/
https://arcadiamgroup.com/audits/FalconFinanceAudit.pdf
https://vi-taly.medium.com/fnt-tokens-farming-instruction-5d327a01324a
https://vi-taly.medium.com/fnt-tokens-farming-instruction-via-etherscan-io-732ef8c3a741


Falcon Project Tokenomics  Falcon Project Tokenomics      

The reward fund for holders of vouchers:

100 000 000 000 

20 000 000 000 (20% of the total supply)

Airdrops and contests:

The maximum available supply: 

15 000 000 000 (15% of the total supply) 

Ticker: FNT 

60 000 000 000 (60% of the total supply)

02.02.2021 (February 2, 2021) a decision will be made on how to use them.   

The freeze may be extended for another year.

Frozen tokens for the coming years for future integrations, partnerships 

and development: 

5 000 000 000 (5% of the total supply)

Initially, these tokens are frozen for 1 year and stored on the wallet with 

multisignature.

The fund for the development of the project. Includes: development fees, 

ordinary listings, team rewards, and operational costs:

In the first year of the project's life, the maximum available token issue will be 35 

billion tokens + 5 billion for payments on vouchers for 2.5 years, subject to their full 

demand.
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60% 20% 15% 5%

FNT token distribution diagrams

The maximum available supply: 100 000 000 000

Explorer

multisignature
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https://etherscan.io/token/0xdc5864ede28bd4405aa04d93e05a0531797d9d59
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x008a8fa431d2491d35c1015808c30f7a1ef2f04fc0340038a76eda8dc7322747


Falcon Project Roadmap Falcon Project Roadmap       
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Development of the website
↓

Creating an ERC-20 token
↓

Creating ERC-1155 collectible cards and vouchers

↓

↓

↓

↓

Testing of existing anonymous blockchains
↓

Creating and launching our own anonymous blockchain
↓

Launching the FNT to FNC swap system
↓

Launching the Swap Blockchain System
↓

Expanding the project's influence through integrations and establishing 

friendly communications with leading industry projects and gaming platforms
↓

Expanding the Falcon Project ecosystem

Yield farming in DeFi

Exchange listings

Airdrop Stage 1,2,3
↓

Airdrop of FNT tokens
↓

The launch of the system of swap the token for a voucher
↓

Launch of the Proof of Hold reward system

WHITEPAPERWHITEPAPER
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Falcon Project Team  Falcon Project Team        

Yield farming: falcon.finance

Support:  Vitaly | Shinobi | M K | Abu-Bakr | Sebi_One_Kenobi

Website:  falconofficial.com

Email: inbox@falconofficial.com 

Twitter

falconofficial.com

Dmitriy Sidorov  

Chief Executive Officer

LinkedIn

Ivan Bereza  

Chief Technology Officer

LinkedIn

Twitter

Twitter

Alexander Pavlov  

Chief Creative Officer

LinkedIn

Alexander Hudyma  

Chief Information Officer

LinkedIn

Twitter
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https://twitter.com/lavrus_crypto?s=09
https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/dmitriy-sidorov-61b6151b1
https://twitter.com/Falcon_Pr0ject
https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/falcon-project
https://twitter.com/deadlinelogo?s=09
https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/alexander-p-b703b21b1
https://twitter.com/a1ex_falcon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleksandr-good-282b651b3
https://twitter.com/vi_taly
https://twitter.com/shinobi_win
https://twitter.com/1mkoma
https://twitter.com/OneSebi?s=09
https://falconofficial.com/
https://falcon.finance/

